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Abstract

Personal audio systems aim to create listening (or bright) and quiet (or dark) zones in a room using an array of loudspeakers.
For this purpose, many algorithms have been presented in the literature, being Weighted Pressure Matching (wPM) one of the
most versatile. The main strength of wPM is that it can render a target soundfield in the listening zone while having control
over the mean acoustic potential energy in the quiet zone. In this paper, we propose a variation of wPM such that it can provide
control not only over the mean energy, but also over the spatial energy differences, obtaining a more uniform soundfield in the
dark zone. The new algorithm is called wPM with Total Variation (wPM-TV), where TV is a tool used in the field of Graph
Signal Processing (GSP). Firstly, we propose a graph representation of the control microphones of the dark zone and secondly,
we use the wPM-TV algorithm to provide spatial control over that zone. Simulations show the good performance of the proposed
algorithm and its versatility to obtain a more uniform distribution of the acoustic potential energy in the dark zone at the cost of
slightly increasing the mean square reproduction error in the bright zone.

Index Terms

Sound zones, pressure matching, spatial control, graph total variation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Personal audio systems (PAS) aim to create sound zones [1] with minimum leakage to listeners in other regions by using
an array of loudspeakers [2]. In the literature, the term bright zone denotes the spatial region where an audio signal will be
rendered, and dark zone the region where the sound level will be minimized [3]. Several techniques can be applied to create
sound zones, such as beamforming [4], [5], soundfield synthesis [6], [7], energy cancellation approaches [3], [8], or hybrid
approaches [9] [10].

Weighted Pressure Matching (wPM) is an hybrid technique presented in [9]. It is considered as an hybrid approach because
it offers a compromise between the performance obtained with two different techniques, namely, Pressure Matching (PM) [7]
and Acoustic Contrast Control (ACC) [11]. On the one hand, PM is a soundfield synthesis approach that aims to render a
target soundfield in the bright zone, but does not offer control over the acoustic potential energy in the dark zone [7]. On the
other hand, ACC is an energy cancellation approach whose goal is to minimize the mean acoustic potential energy in the dark
zone, but it can not synthesize a desired target soundfield in the bright zone [11]. wPM offers the possibility to both render a
target soundfield in the bright zone while having control over the mean acoustic potential energy in the dark zone. To do so,
the authors in [9] propose a novel cost function in which a tuning parameter is used to balance the components of the cost
functions for PM and ACC. With wPM, the optimal source strength vector is computed for a set of frequencies, and then, a
time-domain filter for each loudspeaker is obtained using the inverse discrete fourier transform.

To the best of our knowledge, the spatial uniformity of the acoustic potential energy in the dark zone is an issue that has not
been considered in the literature. Usually, PAS algorithms try to minimize the mean acoustic potential energy in the control
points of the dark zone. However, this strategy does not necessarily lead to scenarios with low energy in all the control points.
In some cases, when the soundfield is not uniform, the energy in some control points of the dark zone can be high even if the
mean energy is low. This effect can be disturbing for a user located in the dark zone because of the sudden energy changes,
which can also affect the privacy in the dark zone. Authors in [12] propose to use a masker signal on the residual interference
in the dark zone in order to reduce the intelligibility, and consequently, improve the privacy between zones. However, if the
energy distribution in the dark zone is not uniform, the masking signal is only able to reduce the intelligibility in the spatial
points where the energy is close to the mean or lower. Thus, not only a low mean acoustic potential energy is desired for the
dark zone, but also a uniform energy spatial distribution.

In this paper we propose a novel algorithm that takes into account the spatial uniformity of the acoustic potential energy
in the dark zone, based on Graph Signal Processing (GSP). GSP is a framework that aims to process data which resides in
irregular domains, that are represented by a graph [13]. This framework has been extensively used in areas such as image
processing [14], social networks data processing [15], and many more [16]. However, GSP has not been previously applied
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to the problem of providing sound zones. In this work, we define a graph to characterize the relations among the acoustic
potential energy in different spatial points. The Total Variation of the graph [17] is used to improve the spatial uniformity of
the soundfield in the dark zone.

The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the model used and Section 3 reviews the wPM algorithm. Section 4
presents a novel algorithm based on GSP that takes into account the uniformity of the energy in the dark zone. Section 5 shows
simulations results that prove the efficacy of the proposed algorithm. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the main conclusions.

Notation: Throughout this paper matrices and vectors are represented by upper and lower case boldface letters respectively,
(·)Hstands for conjugate transpose, ‖·‖ for vector 2-norm, C for the set of complex numbers, and R+ for the set of non-negative
real numbers.

II. MODEL AND DESCRIPTION

Consider a system formed by an array of L loudspeakers and two spatial regions delimited by Mb (bright zone) and Md (dark
zone) control points, respectively. The main goal of such system is to render an audio signal in the bright zone while producing
low interference in the dark zone. Next, for the considered system, we derive the expressions for the acoustic pressure in the
control points at the single frequency ω, however, index ω has been omitted for the sake of simplicity.

Let us define hqm,l ∈ C as the Acoustic Transfer Function (ATF) between the l-th loudspeaker and the m-th control point
in zone q, q = {b, d}. Then, hqm = [hqm,1, . . . , hqm,L] is the ATF between the L loudspeakers and the m-th control point in
zone q. Let us define the ATF for zone q as

Hq =

 hq1

...
hqMq

 =

 hq1,1 . . . hq1,L
...

...
...

hqMq,1 . . . hqMq,L

 . (1)

Then, we can define the acosutic pressure in the m-th control point of zone q as [3]

xqm =

L∑
l=1

hqm,lgl = hqmg , (2)

where gl ∈ C is the source strength for loudspeaker l at single frequency ω, and

g =
[
g1 . . . gL

]T
. (3)

Using (1)-(3) we can define vector xq containing the acoustic pressure at the Mq control points as

xq =
[
xq1 . . . xqMq

]T
= Hqg . (4)

Finally, we show the expressions of two metrics that will be used in the following sections. First, the mean acoustic potential
energy for zone q is defined as [3]

Eq =
1

Mq
‖xq‖2 =

1

Mq
xH
q xq =

1

Mq
gHHH

q Hqg . (5)

Second, the Mean Square Error (MSE) of the acoustic pressure in zone q with respect to a target soundfield is defined as [9]

εq=
1

Mq
‖Hqg−dq‖2 =

1

Mq
(Hqg−dq)

H
(Hqg−dq) , (6)

where dq = [dq1, . . . , dqMq
]T , and dqm ∈ C is the target soundfield at the m-th control point of zone q.

III. WEIGHTED PRESSURE MATCHING

For each control frequency, wPM is an algorithm that aims to find the source strength vector (g) that minimizes the following
cost function

Jwpm(g) = κ εb(g) + (1−κ) Ed(g) + λ ‖g‖2 , (7)

where κ ∈ [0, 1], and λ is a regularization parameter. The tuning parameter κ offers the possibility to balance the effort used
to minimize the MSE in the bright zone and the acoustic potential energy in the dark zone. Thus, values of κ close to 1 lead
to solutions where more effort is used to minimize the MSE in the bright zone. Alternatively, values of κ close to 0 offer a
solution where more effort is invested in minimizing the mean energy in the dark zone [9]. Regularization parameter λ is used
to limit the energy of g [11].



To find the optimal source strength vector for wPM, we calculate the gradient of (7) with respect to g. According to [9],
the expression of the gradient is given by

∇gJwpm(g) =

2

[
κ

Mb

(
HH

b Hbg−HH
b db

)
+
(1−κ)
Md

HH
d Hdg+λg

]
, (8)

and the optimal solution is obtained when ∇gJwpm(g)=0:

g̃wpm =

(
κ

Mb
HH

b Hb+
(1−κ)
Md

HH
d Hd+λI

)−1
κ

Mb
HH

b db . (9)

As mentioned in Section 1, wPM can minimize the mean acoustic potential energy in the dark zone, but can not guarantee
low energy in all control points. As already pointed out in Section I, a solution that aims to improve the uniformity of the
energy distribution in the dark zone while minimizing its mean energy would be beneficial. Thus, next we propose an algorithm
to improve the uniformity of the energy distribution in the dark zone.

IV. WEIGHTED PRESSURE MATCHING WITH TOTAL VARIATION

In this section we propose a novel algorithm called Weighted Pressure Matching with Total Variation (wPM-TV). This
novel method uses concepts from the Graph Signal Processing (GSP) framework [13] to improve the spatial uniformity of the
acoustic potential energy in the dark zone. The two fundamental elements of GSP are the graph and the graph signal, which
is a signal present in the vertices of the graph [17]. Next, we present the graph and the graph signal that we will use in the
wPM-TV algorithm.

A graph is defined as G = (V,A), where V is the set of vertices and A is the adjacency matrix representing the similarity
between vertices [13]. Assume that each of the vertices of the graph is associated with one control point in the dark zone.
Then, the set of vertices can be defined as V = {1, . . . ,Md}, and A ∈ RMd×Md . We propose a similarity measure between
vertices based on the spatial euclidean distance between the control points associated with each vertex. The main motivation is
that such a similarity measure reflects the physical relation between the soundfield at the control points, i.e., for points spatially
closer the soundfield is more similar than for points placed further. Then, we can define the element in the i-th row and j-th
column of A as

aij = e−
‖zi−zj‖2

2σ2 (10)

where zi ∈ R3 contains the spatial coordinates of the i-th control point in the dark zone, and σ = 2
Md(Md−1)

∑Md

i=1

∑Md

j=i+1 ‖zi − zj‖
is the mean euclidean distance between all control points in the dark zone. The definition in (10) assures the symmetry of
matrix A, i.e., A = AT .

A graph signal is defined as a column vector containing the signal in each of the vertices of a graph G. In our case, we
define the graph signal fd = [fd1, . . . , fdMd

]T where

fdm = |xdm| = |hdmg| =
√
gHhH

dmhdmg , (11)

i.e., the graph signal in each vertex m is the magnitude of the acoustic pressure in the m-th control point of the dark zone.
The Total Variation (TV) metric [17] for the graph signal fd in a graph G can be defined as

T (fd)=fTd Lfd=

Md∑
i=1

Md∑
j=1

lijfdifdj=

Md∑
i=1

Md∑
j=1

aij(fdi−fdj)2 , (12)

where L = D−A is the Laplacian Matrix [18], D is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements dii =
∑Md

j=1 aij , and lij is the
element in the i-th row and j-th column of L. The TV of a graph signal indicates its smoothness in the graph. Thus, the TV
of the graph signal fd is an indicator of the uniformity of the magnitude of the soundfield at the control points in the dark
zone. In this sense, small values of T (fd) indicate higher level of uniformity of the soundfield of the dark zone.

Consequently, we define the new cost function for the wPM-TV algorithm as the wPM cost function (7) plus a weighted
term related to the TV in the dark zone as follows

Jtv(g) = Jwpm(g) + β T (fd(g))

= κ εb(g)+(1−κ) Ed(g)+λ ‖g‖2 +β T (fd(g)) , (13)

where parameter β ∈ R+ controls the influence of the TV term in the optimal solution. Cost function (13) offers a balanced
solution between MSE in the bright zone, mean acoustic potential energy in the dark zone, total variation in the dark zone,



and mean source strength. The influence of each of the terms is determined by κ, β, and λ. For β = 0, the optimal solution
that minimizes (13) is equal to the wPM solution. For high values of β, we achieve higher uniformity in the dark zone at the
expense of increasing the MSE in the bright zone or the mean acoustic potential energy in the dark zone.

In order to find the optimal vector g that minimizes (13) we derive the gradient of Jtv(g) with respect to g. First, we
express the gradient of the the graph signal fd(g) in vertex m (11) with respect to g as

∇gfdm(g) = ∇g

(√
gHhH

dmhdmg

)
=

1

fdm(g)
hH
dmhdmg , (14)

and the Jacobian matrix of fd(g) with respect to g as

J(fd(g)) =
[
∇gfd1(g) . . . ∇gfdMd

(g)
]T

. (15)

Thus, we can express the gradient of T (fd(g)) as

∇gT (fd(g)) = ∇g

Md∑
i=1

Md∑
j=1

lijfdi(g)fdj(g)


(a)
= 2

Md∑
i=1

Md∑
j=1

lij∇g(fdi(g))fdj(g)

(b)
= 2 J(fd(g))

T L fd(g) , (16)

where (a) follows from the symmetry of the laplacian matrix [18], and (b) follows from (15). Finally, the gradient of (13) can
be derived using (16) as

∇gJtv(g) = ∇gJwpm(g)+2β J(fd(g))
T L fd(g) , (17)

where ∇gJwpm(g) was defined in (8).
From (17), it can be noted that an analytical solution g that fulfils the equality ∇gJtv(g) = 0 can not be found. Then,

search algorithms (as steepest descent [19]) must be used to find the optimal values of g. The update equation for searching
the optimal vector g with steepest descent is

gk+1
tv = gk

tv − µ∇gJtv(g
k
tv) , (18)

where k is the iteration index, and µ is the step size.
An important aspect that must be highlighted is that (13) is not a convex function, since T (fd(g)) is not convex. However,

if steepest descent (or another search algorithm) is used with an initial selection g0
tv = gwpm, we can find the local minimum

of (13) that is closest to the global minimum of the wPM cost function in (7). Thus, we can find a solution g that assures that
the MSE in the bright zone and the mean acoustic potential energy in the dark zone do not change considerably with respect
to the wPM solution, while improving the spatial uniformity in the dark zone.
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Fig. 2: Box-plot for the acoustic potencial energy in the control points of the bright and dark zones. The marker ’◦’ indicates the mean,
the bottom and top edges of the box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, and the whiskers show the lowest and highest value.



Fig. 1: Layout of the simulated Personal Audio System.

Fig. 3: Mean Square Error in the bright zone for wPM and wPM-TV with β′ = 0.1 and β′ = 0.8.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Simulation setup

The proposed algorithm is evaluated for a simulated room using the Room Impulse Response (RIR) generator of [20]. The
simulated room has dimensions 5.5×5.5×2.25m, and reverberation time T60=0.4s. Also, a sampling frequency of 8000Hz,
and a RIR length of N=4800 samples has been used. A linear array of L=24 elements with inter-element distance of 0.15m,
and two square regions of dimensions 0.2×0.2m and 1m separation are considered (Fig. 1). In each region, a grid of 4 × 4
microphones with inter-element distance of 0.05m is used for control. Also, a grid of 21× 21 microphones with inter-element
distance of 0.01m is used for validation.

B. Simulation results and discussion

Next, we compare the performance of wPM and wPM-TV. We set λ=10−5, κ=0.995, and the soundfield produced by a
plane wave in the y-axis negative direction with 76dB SPL as target soundfield. For wPM-TV, β has been selected for each
frequency according to the expression β=β′T (fd(gwpm))/Ed(gwpm), with β′=0.1 and β′=0.8. The motivation is that for
those frequencies where the TV obtained with wPM is already low, high values of β are not beneficial.

In Fig. 2, we show a box-plot for the acoustic potential energy in the control points of the bright and dark zones as a
function of frequency for wPM (Fig. 2a), wPM-TV with β′ = 0.1 (Fig. 2b), and wPM-TV with β′ = 0.8 (Fig. 2c). Also, we
show in Fig. 3 the MSE in the bright zone as a function of frequency. We can see that wPM-TV with β′ = 0.8 leads to very
high uniformity of the soundfield in the dark zone, because the values of acoustic potential energy in all control points are very
close to its mean. However, such high uniformity is obtained at expense of increasing the MSE, but the MSE is still lower than
3 · 10−5 in all frequencies (Fig. 3). For wPM-TV with β′ = 0.1, the MSE is closer to the results obtained with wPM, but the
distance between the 25th and 75th percentiles for the dark zone is substantially reduced. Thus, higher uniformity than wPM
is achieved at the expense of a slight increase of the MSE. Also, it is important to mention that in all frequencies wPM-TV
has converged to a local minimum.

Fig. 4 shows the acoustic potential energy at the validation points (grid of 21 × 21 microphones) in the bright and dark
zones for wPM and wPM-TV at frequencies 200Hz (top row) and 800Hz (bottom row). For 200Hz, wPM provides a mean
acoustic potential energy of 64.38 dB SPL in the dark zone. However, in the validation points of the upper-left region in the
dark zone the energy reaches a maximum of 72.2 dB SPL (Fig. 4a). This effect would produce that a listener would perceive
high sound levels in some locations of the dark zone, even though the mean energy in the dark zone is 11.62 dB lower than
in the bright zone. For 200Hz, wPM-TV with β′ = 0.1 (Fig. 4b) mitigates this effect not only because the mean acoustic
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Fig. 4: Acoustic potential energy at the validation points of the bright and dark zones for wPM and wPM-TV, and for two different
frequencies. In the graphs, the circles indicate the location of the control points.

energy is decreased to 63.9 dB SPL, but also because the maximum acoustic energy in all validation points is 70.2 dB SPL
(2 dB lower than with wPM). Consequently, wPM-TV with β′ = 0.1 achieves more uniform acoustic potential energy with
lower mean in the dark zone than wPM. For wPM-TV with β′ = 0.8 (Fig. 4c), the uniformity of the energy in the dark zone
is very high but its mean value is 65.09 dB SPL (almost 1 dB higher than with wPM). However, the maximum energy in the
dark zone is 68.31 dB SPL (3.89 dB lower than with wPM). Thus, the greatest sound level that a listener would perceive with
wPM-TV and β′ = 0.8 is substantially lower than with wPM. Similar results are obtained for frequency 800 Hz.

From the presented results, we can conclude that wPM-TV with an appropriate selection of β′ can offer higher spatial
uniformity for the acoustic potential energy in the dark zone than wPM, at the expense of a very small increase in the MSE.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we proposed the novel algorithm wPM-TV to generate Personal Sound Zones, which uses tools from the
Graph Signal Processing framework to increase the spatial uniformity of the acoustic potential energy in the dark zone. It not
only provides control over the mean square error in the bright zone and the mean acoustic potential energy in the dark zone
(as wPM), but also over the spatial uniformity of the energy in the dark zone. We presented simulation results showing that
with an appropriate selection of the tuning parameter β, wPM-TV improves substantially the spatial uniformity of the acoustic
potential energy in the dark zone with respect to wPM, at the expense of slightly increasing the mean square error in the bright
zone.
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